
Bell's works often have a dreamy, 
surreal impression to them. 

How do these pieces make you feel? 
What do you think the artist is trying 

to convey in these artworks?
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From left to right. “ Stellaria”, Leonurus”, Artemisia”, Jessie Bell



For more information please visit thenic.org.

Many of Jessie Bell's works are 
meant to be viewed while listening to 

a specific song she selected. 

How does listening to the music 
affect the way you perceive the art?

Artist Statement

“Albums are like diaries. You go through phases, technically and 
emotionally, and they reflect the state that youʼre in at the time” 
(Kate Bush)

What is a mixed tape? 

We sat for hours and hours listening for the perfect song that would 
express what we were going through. There was a story, set to 
music. It illustrated, our love, our pain, our dance, our happiness, 
and even our trips. We would give them to the people that we loved. 
They were the words that carried our heart. They were the voice that 
echoed our growth. 

This collection represents my ʻmixed feelings.ʼ These paintings 
illustrate the struggle, the growth, the love and the pain that has 
woven a pattern of expression reflecting the experiences of being a 
broke college student studying art, a broken mother trying to find a 
minute to paint, a middle aged woman surfing the waves of love and 
heartache, and a grandmother, running behind a crawling baby. It 
represents a visual concert of my life. I am handing it to the people 
that I love. My art is my voice, my feelings, my therapy, and my 
heart. 

Art is the vein that carries the molecules of the heart through the 
universal body. There is a stream that breathes through the life of a 
woman.  It begins the first time that little fingers pick up her first 
pencil, brush, crayon, clay, thread, or pen, until the very moment 
that her hands, brittle and tissue like, are no longer strong enough to 
will themselves to grasp.

 With the initial spark of life, an artistʼs hands become the riverʼs 
source, her magic that ebbs and flows: the growth, the feelings, the 
ideas, the heart ache, the abuse, the pain, the love, the friendship, 
and the beauty. That magic searches and detects cracks in the glass 
ceiling that holds her in a cell.  Words, notes, lines, and colors 
transform into energy and seep through, and though minuscule, they 
announce to the world, “This is me. I am here. I am the girl, the 
maiden, the mother, and the crone.”

ABOUT THE ARTIST

And the Sheep Danced, Jessie Bell


